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Editor’s Notes

Nevada Bighorns Unlimited gratefully acknowledges
Kyle M. Meintzer, CFP® as a 32nd Annual Banquet Sponsor

NATURE IS
UNTAMED,
BUT YOUR
RETIREMENT
SHOULDN’T BE

Retirement should be the gateway to living life with time
to enjoy the pursuits and people that mean the most to
you. Still, many fail to plan for the transition.

As wild sheep advocates and conservationists at heart, we all
seek to sustain the irreplaceable populations that live throughout the mountains of Nevada.
It is with this same commitment and vigor that I seek to guide the financial lives of the NBU Members I serve. As a
financial advisor for the conservation minded, I have helped shepherd hundreds of couples through to their chosen
retirements. I accomplish this by applying over thirty-six years of advisory experience in the financial services
business. By applying a comprehensive investment process coupled with an in-depth understanding of the
opportunities and pitfalls that may lie ahead, I can help you reach this momentous retirement transition in your life.
Life is long, but time can be very short in terms of financial gains and losses, and every decision you make today
may impact your outcomes tomorrow. In today’s economic environment, volatility seems to be more of a rule than
an exception. Yet you can help reduce the “what ifs” in life, by taking advantage of a no-obligation Retired in Reno
Review today. In acknowledgement of my ongoing support and belief in Nevada Bighorns Unlimited’s mission and
members I will be extending a 10% discount to all documented NBU Member families that reach out to schedule a
consultation. Call 775.657.8529 today to learn more or visit www.heritageworthpreserving.com

KYLE M. MEINTZER, CFP®®

Lincoln Financial Advisors
14310 Quail Ravine Court
Reno, NV 89511-6765
phone: 775. 657. 8529
kyle.meintzer@lfg.com
CA Insurance License#0552192
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Securities and investment advisory services offered through Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp., a broker/dealer (member SIPC) and registered investment advisor. In
CA, insurance offered through Lincoln Marketing and Insurance Agency, LLC and Lincoln Associates Insurance Agency, Inc. and other fine companies . In NV,
insurance offered through Lincoln affiliates and other fine companies. Lincoln Financial Group is the marketing name for Lincoln National Corp., and its affiliates. Not
licensed to conduct business in all states. Not to be considered a solicitation in those states in which I am not licensed. CRN201111-2060740
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hope that everyone had and is having an awesome fall/winter hunting season! I was
fortunate to have several great hunts and harvest an antelope and elk – I hope that your
luck was equally good!

Nevada Bighorns
Unlimited

We had a very successful volunteer project season completing thirteen projects which
is surely some kind of record. Thank you to all of the NBU member volunteers that give
up so much of their time to devote to Nevada’s wildlife and habitat. You are the reason
that NBU has become one of the leading conservation organizations in the country. We
truly are “Sportsmen working for the future of Nevada’s wildlife!”

A non-profit, tax-exempt
organization incorporated
under Nevada State Law.

The Wild Sheep Foundation’s 2013 Wild Sheep Show is just around the corner January
30th through February 2nd. NBU has always had a major presence helping to make
the Sheep Show a success. We anticipate that this year will be no different. NBU
volunteers will be greeting and moving in the exhibitors for the show. NBU will have
our membership booth in the exhibit hall during the show. The exhibit Sportsmen’s
Expo is something you cannot miss! The Celebrity Sporting Clays event with the
USA Shooting Team is something the whole family will enjoy! Discount tickets are
available at Cabela’s, Scheels, Scolari’s Food and Drug Stores and Sportsmen’s
Warehouse. NBU will be presenting a Conservation Station during the Youth Wildlife
Conservation Experience. Of course there is the fantastic time that the ladies all have
at their luncheon. The evening banquets and auctions are a blast too! For registration
information go to: www.WildSheepFoundation.org and hit the “Convention” button!
The 33rd Annual NBU Fundraising Banquet will be held on Friday, April 5, 2013 and
the Peppermill Resort Spa Casino right here in the “Biggest Little City in the World!” It
is about raising money for wildlife, but it is also the sportsmen’s gathering of the year
in Reno! Tickets are on sale now – buy your tables early and get in on the Early Bird
Raffle for an excellent optics package. Your NBU Directors are in full drive working on
this year’s banquet program to make it a special and unique event. See one of the NBU
Directors listed adjacent on this page or you can buy individual banquet tickets on the
NBU website at www.NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org.
Also, we are still working to raise money for Nevada wildlife fire disaster fund. Please
donate now to help restore the crucial habitat that was lost over the last fire season.
Send you donations to the NBU Wildlife Fire Disaster Fund, P.O. Box 21393, Reno,
Nevada, 89515-1393. All of this fund goes directly on the ground for rehabilitation
projects!
Thank you and enjoy the rest of your hunting season!
Brett Jefferson, P.L.S.
NBU Journal Editor
BKJefferson@TriStateLtd.com
(775) 352-7003
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News from NDOW
- Nevada Duck Stamp Contest
Winner Announced

With Nevada’s big game hunting season
in full swing, I have been seeing reports of
some great harvests from our sportsmen,
sportswomen and youth. Fantastic photos
and stories of Nevada antelope, mule deer,
elk and California Bighorn Sheep have
been recorded. With the late seasons and
the Desert Bighorn Sheep season coming
right up, more enjoyment of Nevada’s great outdoors is sure to
come. Congratulations to the successful hunters! Some of this
year’s hunt stories you will see in this issue of the NBU Journal.
Nevada’s big game successes are due in no small part to your
donations of time, talent and resources. Working in conjunction
with the Nevada Department of Wildlife, NBU members are really
making a difference!
NBU’s volunteer spirit never ceases to amaze me. On October
27th, a group of over 40 volunteers including students from
science teacher Rick Huber’s class at Reno High School
volunteered to collect four-wing saltbush seeds from a private
lot in Douglas County. With the guidance of Kim Toulouse and
NDOW biologists, this group of volunteers harvested hundreds
of pounds of four-wing saltbush seed which will eventually be
mixed with sagebrush seed, forb and grass seed to re-seed the
burned habitat areas in northern Washoe and Humboldt counties.
Thanks to all who participated in this seed gather for the benefit of
Nevada’s wildlife. Further seed gathers are scheduled for later this
fall, with emphasis on sagebrush seed gathering. We will keep
you posted through our NBU e-mail blasts and the NBU Facebook
page.
The bighorn sheep trap and transplant is going full swing, with
augmentation of the Jackson Range and the Excelsior Mountains
already complete. 50 Desert bighorn sheep were captured in
the Muddy and River Mountains for transplant to the Kaiparowits
Plateau in Utah, augmenting Utah’s sheep populations. In
exchange for this transplant of sheep to Utah, Nevada will receive
funding for the transplant effort and donations from Utah wild
sheep groups. Thanks to the Nevada Department of Wildlife, the
capture crew and volunteers for making this happen. Further
sheep captures and an antelope capture are likely to occur this
season.
Upcoming volunteer opportunities include working with the Wild
Sheep Foundation during their convention at the Grand Sierra
Resort at the end of January. NBU volunteers will be asked
to help with move-in/move-out, manning the NBU booth in the
convention hall, and participating in NBU’s Conservation Station
as part of WSF’s Youth Wildlife Conservation Experience. NBU’s
Water Development Director Mel Belding has outlined a number
of critical guzzler needs for the upcoming guzzler construction
season. We will be building a number of water developments
to help support the water needs of Nevada’s wildlife. We are
planning fencing of vital springs in sage-grouse habitat in Washoe
County to allow use by wildlife, and yet protect the springs from
damage by large domestic and feral animals. Once again, any
upcoming projects will be outlined in e-mail blasts and Facebook

page posts. Your selfless
volunteerism is what makes
NBU great. I look forward
to seeing many of you at
these upcoming events and
projects.
NBU and Nevada’s sporting community will face challenges
during the upcoming session of the Nevada Legislature. We
will be looking for issues involving bear hunting, trapping, use
of hounds to hunt bears and mountain lions, reorganizational
proposals for the Nevada Department of Wildlife, and other issues
affecting our sporting tradition. An exciting opportunity will exist
with the formation of Nevada’s first Sportsmen’s Caucus. NBU
will also continue to work with the Wildlife Commission for the
benefit of Nevada’s wildlife. NBU will participate at all levels to
promote our mission.
With the fall colors in full extravagance, hunting and fishing
opportunities awaiting, and with the light snow on the mountains,
this is the most wonderful time of year in Nevada.
Many of you will be enjoying meals of freshly harvested game,
only making it better.
Wishing all of you successful and safe Nevada outdoor
experiences this season,

Dennis R. Wilson, DVM
President
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited

Take it up a notch!

Join NBU as an Outfitter or
Corporate Member!
Every membership in Nevada Bighorns Unlimited helps to
re-establish, augment and maintain Nevada’s wildlife.
Outfitter Members and Corporate Members receive
a listing in each issue of the NBU Journal as well as
acknowledgement on the NBU-Reno website.
Consider supporting Nevada’s Wildlife
at these new membership levels.
See page 42 for more details!
~ Thank you! ~
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Come to the Land of 10,000 Wild Sheep
and Fulﬁll Your Bighorn Hunt Dreams…

In NEVADA!

Nevada Bighorns Unlimited is proud to auction 2013 Heritage Tags
for a California Bighorn Sheep and a Nelson Desert Bighorn Sheep
At the 33rd Annual NBU Fundraising Banquet
April 5, 2013 at the Peppermill Resort Spa Casino in Reno, Nevada

For Ticket or Bidder Registration Info Call (775) 352-7003

Dec. 07 & 08, 2012		
			
Jan. 12, 2013			
Jan. 23 – 26, 2013		
Jan. 30 – Feb. 2, 2013
Jan. 31 – Feb. 2, 2013
Feb. 9, 2013			
March, 2, 2013			
March 15, 2013		

Nevada Board of Wildlife Commission Meeting			
Policy, Regulations & Programs Reports
Nevada Chukar Foundation Dinner				
SCI Convention						
WSF 2013 Wild Sheep Show				
WSF Youth Wildlife Conservation Experience			
Elko Bighorns Unlimited Banquet				
Carson Valley Chukar Club Fundraising Dinner			
Northern Nevada Chapter – SCI Fundraising Banquet		

Winnemucca Convention Center
Reno/Sparks Convention Center
Grand Sierra Resort		
Grand Sierra Resort
Elko Convention Center
Douglas Co. Fair Grounds
Downtown Reno Ball Room

April 5, 2013, 5:20 p.m.

33rd Annual NBU Fundraising Banquet		

Peppermill Hotel Casino

Reno			

To sign up as an NBU volunteer go to the NBU website at www.nevadabighornsunlimited.org

For more information about upcoming events, volunteer opportunities or the NBU annual banquet,
please contact any Board member or visit us on the web at www.nevadabighornsunlimited.org and
the Nevada Bighorns Unlimited - Reno Facebook Page.
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My First Deer

New Director Introduction

By Bryan Madison

By Stephen Tapogna

It was cold and
we got to our hunt
area late at night.
We had to set up
the tent in the dark.
We woke up early
on first morning
and did two stalks
that turned up
unsuccessful. The
second day we saw
deer on a hill at the
end of the valley.
We decided to drive
up to them in the
rangers hoping for
the best. I took one
shot and missed
high. The deer didn’t move at all! I reloaded and took another
shot and hit one of the deer. Then all the deer scattered. We got
the buck loaded in back of ranger and went back to camp to eat
dinner. Afterwards we went out to skin my buck in the freezing
cold! I went to bed feeling like I accomplished something that
was gonna stay with me forever.

My First Deer Hunt
By Tanner Smith
I was 13 when I got my first deer tag. We arrived Fox Mountain
on a Thursday and had until Sunday afternoon to get a deer. We
had already scouted the area and I was excited because we had
seen some nice deer. The first morning we woke up early and
headed out, we were heading to a large bowl that we had seen
many deer in. We spotted a small 3 by 3 and above him, on the
ridge, we saw backs and antlers. We headed up the road to get
closer and then we spent the day stalking them, we had the wind
blowing in the wrong direction and could not get a clean shot. This
was stalk number one.

him, he was with another deer, a 3 by 3, that was small compared
to him. He would not take his eyes off of us. He gathered his
buddy and went out with a fast pace. We did not spot them after
that till later in the day. That was stalk number 3.
After that stalk we had gotten a radio call that there was another
group of deer not sure if they were bucks or does. When we
arrived they were all does maybe one or two small bucks but
nothing I was interested in. When we picked up and were
heading out we heard something running, we look over and a
very nice buck is racing out. We decided to go after him with time
running out. So we go to where we had seen the two bucks earlier
and could not spot the buck. As we were circling to make sure
the deer we were stalking was not there, the two bucks we had
stalked earlier popped up. We tried to follow the deer. They went
over the ridge so I followed their tracks and got to where I had
seen them, last my friend goes up on a pile of rocks to get a good
look and the deer popped out from below the pile. By the time I
got there he was gone. That was the end of stalk number four.
That afternoon was the last night hunt and we did not see much
until it was nearing sunset when my dad spotted one below us at
about 100 yards. I took a shot, I missed it was high. I did not aim
low enough for shooting downhill. That was stalk number five.
It was our last day, we woke up and got ready to head out. We
jumped in the rangers and headed out of camp. 10 minutes later
we spotted two deer feeding outside a patch of mahogany trees.
There was a 2 by 4 and a 3 by 3. When they said there where two
bucks, I grabbed my binnoculars and said “that is the one.” I was
looking at the 3 by 3 . I got out with my 50 cal. muzzleloader and
put a cap in. The deer started to move, we got him to stop. He
was quartered so I aimed towards the back. I took my shot and
the next thing I know I had my first deer.
Thanks to my family and friends for being there to support me. It
really meant a lot.

By way of introduction, I am Stephen Tapogna, a third generation
Nevadan with roots both in Reno and Carson Valley (Genoa). I
attended school in the Washoe County school system graduating
from Wooster High and then on to the University of Nevada Reno.
I’m married to Sue and we have a great daughter, Angela, who is
eagerly awaiting her acceptance to Medical School
My love of the outdoors and its creatures and wonders began at
a very early age, hunting and fishing with my dad and his many
friends. Once the summer fishing season was over it would be
off to the duck club (Canvasback/Stillwater) for the fall with the
exception of a week or two off to hunt Sage grouse, Mule deer or
any other species the “Tag” gods would allow.
I knew very early on that I wanted to give something back to the
outdoors and its inhabitants. As such, I got involved in various
conservation and sporting organizations. I have served on the
Washoe County Wildlife Advisory Board both as a member and
chairman, chaired two state boards and have been active in
D.U., Nevada Waterfowl, RMEF, SCI and several local charitable
organizations.
I’ve been fortunate to hunt much of No. America and have
traveled to both South America and South Africa on several
occasions to hunt and see different cultures, animals and
landscapes.

Rugged and reliable.
Wherever you go.
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NEW!

The all-new Leica Trinovid 42.

Stalk number two was in the evening of the first day we had not
seen any bucks on the way to the bowl. We went a bit further
than we had ever been on this road and from about 500 yards I
spotted a group of bucks. Not only did I have a tag but my friend
Bryan also had a tag. We snuck up to about one hundred yards,
my friend took the first shot he was high. I shot, I was low. He got
one more shot and hit one. One deer tag down one to go.
The next morning we had seen a couple of groups heading to
the bowl but nothing nice. When we finally saw one I got out and
followed them up the hill. They had dropped over and I spotted
them eating. We set up a rest and waited, waited, and waited
some more for this 4 by 4 to come out of the mahogany trees. He
was looking under the tree with only his head in sight. He walked
out with his back to us. We gathered up our stuff and followed

I look forward to serving on the board of NBU and hope that I can
bring the same level of dedication and enthusiasm to the board as
I have already witnessed of the existing directors.

Completely re-designed, Leica Trinovid entry-level performance binoculars are the
ideal partner for every hunting trip; technically, optically, and mechanically better than
ever before. State-of-the-art technologies and the highest quality materials elevate these
binoculars to Leica-standard best in class. A magnesium housing provides protection from
the roughest treatment. And, thanks to its ergonomic design, the Trinovid 42 offers superior eye comfort and handling for long days in the field. The all-new Leica Trinovid 42.
___
___
___
___

perfect contrast and high detail resolution
waterproof to 16.5ft
with HDC® multicoating
available in 8x42 and 10x42

Experience more at www.leica-sportoptics.com
NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Leica as
a 32nd Annual Banquet Sponsor
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Photos By
Justin Manfredi
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Youth Bird Hunt (Green Gulch) - 2012

I thought that I would share these pictures I took while drifting the lower Truckee River near Patrick. – Dave Stanley

By Terrence Melby, NNSCI Director
Saturday November 3, 2012 was a perfect day to walk the fields
of the Green Gulch Ranch with our first time chukar hunters.
This Youth and Ladies
Chukar Hunt is an annual
event sponsored by
the Northern Nevada
Chapter of the Safari
Club International. The
hunt was established
as a follow-up to the
annual Youth and Ladies
Shotgun Clinic.
The NNSCI annual Youth
and Ladies Shotgun
Clinic is scheduled every spring and provides free classroom
and shooting instructions to individuals who have not had the
opportunity to shoot a shot gun and those who would like to
refresh their skills. This year the kids of the Maison T Ortiz
Outdoor Youth Camp were invited to participate in the one day
chukar hunt.
This event was a huge success with over 20 shooters,
volunteers, and friends participating in the day event.
Mike Cassiday and Dave Sanger led the group in an
orientation of Green Gulch Ranch, the day’s activities and a
firearm refresher. Once the business was over, it was time
to head to the sporting clay fields and practice shooting.
Every shooter had the opportunity to fine tune their shooting
skills. Even though it had been months since they had shot,
it was like riding a bike - get on and go. Once enough clays
had been broken, it was off to the fields for the actual chukar
hunt. The shooters broke into four groups, the dogs were
ready, and there were enough birds for all. Each person had
multiple successful shooting opportunities.
Everyone felt the excitement and anticipation of the hunt.
The dogs did their job well, pointing the birds.
Needless to say there were a lot of birds to
clean after the hunt.
After the hunt and cleaning of the birds
we followed up with a great lunch of tri-tip
and chicken barbecue. What a wonderful
experience had by all!

Convention & Sporting Expo
The Premier Mountain Hunting Exposition in the World!
JANUARY 30TH - FEBRUARY 2ND
GRAND SIERRA RESORT & CASINO - RENO, NV

307.527.6261 wildsheepfoundation.org
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New Director Introduction

Catching Sheep Fever

By Ken Joy

By Kyle M. Meintzer

Fellow NBU Members and Supporters:

“Listen to him, do what he
recommends, and you’ll
get your sheep.” That was
the advice I got over the
phone from Fred Gonzalez,
owner of Northern Outfitters.
Moreover, two of the other
referrals I checked with
said the same thing, almost
word for word. Clearly,
on any sheep hunt, those
would have been powerful
recommendations for Tony
Russ, the Wassila, Alaska
guide I was considering.
What was more remarkable
was that these referrals knew
I was going to be hunting
with a bow, not a rifle!

I am honored to be a part of the NBU Board of Directors
this year and am looking forward to a successful year
helping sportsmen and sportswomen work to insure
the future of Nevada’s Wildlife. My overwhelming love
of the outdoors was instilled in me as a young boy
growing up hunting and fishing with my grandfather.
It is a passion that I hope to pass on to my family. I
especially enjoy hunting with hounds, and am going to
make every effort to do my part to help preserve our
outdoor heritage here in Nevada.
After graduating from the University of Nevada, Reno with an
engineering degree I spent time working as a special inspector for
Black Eagle Consulting and then worked as a project manager for
KG Walters Construction for six years. In 2007 I began working
for the family business, Joy Engineering, located in Portola,
California and currently live with my wife, Sonia and two children
Katherine and Nathan, in Spanish Springs, Nevada.
As an avid outdoorsman, some of my fondest memories are
those of spending time in the outback of Nevada with friends and
family. One of my first experiences in Nevada working with NBU
includes the construction of a guzzler located in the Sand Springs
Range East of Fallon. It was during the construction of this first
project that I was exposed to the outstanding volunteers involved

Mason Valley
Hunt Club
Yerington, NV

www.masonvalleyhuntclub.com
Tony Reviglio (775) 741-4447
Marty Howard (775) 722-4163
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NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Mason Valley Hunt Club
NBU Journal
Volume
29 . Number
as a.32nd
Annual
Banquet4Sponsor

with the NBU. You are truly unique to Nevada. It was after that
experience that I decided, if given the chance, I would make it a
personal goal to play a more significant role with the NBU.
In closing, this upcoming legislative session is most important
and something that I feel all sportsmen should pay close attention
to. It is in the best interest of everyone in Nevada to do our part
to protect our rights and become proactive. Loss of some of our
hunting privileges is at stake. I look forward to your support and
hope to see you at our annual banquet.
Thank You.
Ken Joy
Cell: 775-343-8089
Email: kenjoy@joyengineering.com

On the other hand, Fred and the others merely verified what I’d
already suspected. After all, Tony had taken nine Dall rams, the
last five with his bow.
His first archery ram, taken in 1988, still stands as the World
Record Pope and Young Dall Sheep. Two more of Tony’s
rams are in the Top 20 P&Y, and all five score in the Top 100.
Fortunately for me, Tony still had an opening left for the 2000
season, so I eagerly booked the hunt with him.
By the time the Super
Cub landed in the
Alaskan wilderness,
on a Wednesday in
mid-August, I was as
prepared as I felt I
could be. Since the
first of May, I’d shot
over 7,000 arrows, and
had added numerous
long, steep hills to my
regular running regimen.
Although I’d never done
any backpacking of any kind, I was pretty confident that I would
handle the physical part of the hunt with relative ease. After an
easy two-mile trek, we set up a temporary camp, then hiked a
short way up a big side canyon and started glassing for sheep. It
didn’t take long for Tony to spot three rams a couple of miles up
the canyon, but those were the only rams we spotted.
The next morning, we set out fairly early up the canyon, heading
for the top. Our strategy would be to hunt from the top, working
carefully along the canyon rims to glass for sheep. Well before
we got to where we’d located the three rams from the day before,
we cut up a side canyon so as to stay out of sight. Two hours
of scrambling carefully over slippery rocks and loose tundra put

us at the top, where we set up camp. Shortly after noon, we
began hunting, hoping to find a legal, full curl ram. Within an
hour, Tony spotted two rams not far below the rim, but neither
ram was quite legal. Later that afternoon, however, we found
the three rams we’d seen the previous day. One was a real fine
ram, but the other two weren’t quite full curl. We were easily able
to get to within 250 yards, then evaluated the situation. There
didn’t appear to be any way to get within bow range, so we could
only watch them for several hours, hoping they’d move to a
more opportune spot. As it became apparent they weren’t going
anywhere, we called it a day and headed back to the tent for a
freeze dried supper and bed.
Friday morning
found us again
working the rim
of the canyon,
and by midmorning, we’d
found the three
rams again.
Unfortunately
for us, they’d
gone all the
way to the bottom from where they’d been Thursday, and were
now several hundred yards below us. We watched them for a
couple of hours before they bedded down. At the same time,
a persistent rain began, which turned occasionally to snow by
mid afternoon. Tony and I thus spent a rather miserable and
boring day alternating between crawling under a big rock to stay
warm and dry, and keeping an eye on the rams, lest
they move. By 6 p.m., we bagged it and once again
returned to the tent.
On Saturday, we found the rams almost exactly where
we’d left them.
However, we
both silently
feared they’d
again spend
the day at
the bottom.
Playing the
optimist, I suggested to
Tony that I thought they
might move up the far side
of the canyon to bed. “If
they’ll work their way up
those rocks,” I said, (not
really believing it myself)
we might be able to get
close enough for a shot.”
To our delight, in about
an hour they very slowly
started precisely in that
direction.
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Fraternity Conducts Emergency Water Haul
“Let’s go,” Tony urged, and
we quickly headed off around
the end of the canyon towards
the far side to get above them.
When we got on the same
side as the rams, we had
some trouble spotting them
again, but finally Tony picked
them up, bedded down below
some rock outcroppings. Luck
and the terrain was with us,
and with Tony leading the way,
and eyeing the rams from a
time to time, we soon were
within 100 yards of them.

behind a big rock and put down for good from just twenty
yards.

“It’s best that you go it alone
from here.” Tony advised after
carefully withdrawing from a
carefully chosen viewpoint.
“They’re bedded down below
those rocks,” he said, pointing down to the right. “They’re spread
out three abreast. The one you want is the one on the right. They
should be about 40 yards from you when you get to that rock.”
Ever so carefully, I quietly moved into position, then cautiously
peered around the big rocks that hid me. There, bedded down on
the green grass below me, and looking the other way were two
gorgeous rams! Where was the third ram? The one on the right
looked to be the shooter, but as a first-time sheep hunter, I was
deathly afraid of shooting the wrong one. And I knew two of the
three were just a tad shy of being full curl.
I quickly headed back to Tony, who kept telling me there were
three together, and to shoot “the one on the right!” But when I got
back to the rock, I could still see only two rams! Was the missing
ram to the left of the two rams behind the rocks, or was he to
their right and just over a slight rise out of my sight. I’d ranged
the better of the two but was still not certain if he was the ram I
was looking for. I again signaled Tony as to my dilemma, which
caused him to quickly come down toward me. As he peered
around the rock, he pointed to the ram on the right and excitedly
mouthed, “That one!”
Despite all the practice during the summer, I was ill prepared for
the shot I was going to have to make. With my feet precariously
balanced at different angles on the edges of two slippery rocks,
I drew, aimed carefully, or so I thought, and released. To my
horror, my arrow passed an inch or two in front of the ram’s
chest! Luckily, the rams were confused by what they’d heard, and
thought they stood up, they did not move, and continued to look
below them. Fortunately, my second arrow, though not a great
shot, connected solidly, passing through the ram, generating a
blood trail a blind man could follow. The ram headed down the
side of the canyon, then bedded. In the treeless tundra, spotting
him again was easy, and I was able to sneak up on him from
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As Tony and I shared the excitement in bagging this great
ram, we learned what our confusion had been about prior
to my original shot. From Tony’s higher vantage point
in the rocks, he could easily see all three rams, while
from my place
behind the
rocks, the ram
farthest to the
left was not
visible. Also
apparent to
me was Tony’s
excitement
as to just how
good a ram
we’d taken.
“It’s a better
ram than I’ve
taken with
the exception
of my world
record,” he
said happily.
“He’s bigger
than I thought
he was. That’s
one heckuva
ram!”
Just how good this ram was became apparent on Monday when
our pilot, Carl Brent, was able to fly in to pick us up. Carl is an
SCI master measurer, as well as a member of the Pope and
Young Dall Sheep scoring panel. After we had dinner at Carl’s
home that evening, he scored the ram @ 161 1/8” P&Y, with 14”
bases on both sides, and 39 4/8” and 39” horns.
After the 60-day drying period, Carl scored the ram officially at
159 4/8”. His bases had dropped to 13 7/8” each and his horns
were scored at 39 4/8” and 38 6/8”. Based on the Pope and
Young records book back then, the ram ranked #15 all time.
My goal for this hunt was merely to take a representative ram with
my bow. That I was able to put my tag on a trophy of this order
was far beyond what I had any right to hope for.
Editor’s Note: Kyle Meintzer, CFP, is a Gold Ram Life Member of
NBU and a Gold Sponsor of the NBU Fundraising Banquet. Kyle
is also a director of the Wild Sheep Foundation and the Founder
of the California Chapter of WSF. Kyle has over 37 years of
professional experience of providing wealth coaching for fellow
sportsmen to help them achieve their dreams for their businesses,
families and the organizations they love . Thank you for all you do
for wildlife, habitat and sportsmen, Kyle!

By Paul Harris, President
The Fraternity of the Desert Bighorn
I wanted to give you and update on the
Emergency Water Haul the Fraternity &
NDOW completed the week of July 5th
2012 at the Poppy water project in the
southern McCullough Mountains.

•
•
•
•
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Proven Hunting Dogs
Luxury Accommodations
Corporate & Group Rates
World Renowned Fishing

One of our Fraternity members Darrell Garvin hiked into this
project on July 3rd and found the project dry and 17 sheep in
close proximity to the project. After speaking to several Fraternity
board members I contacted NDOW and we collaborated with
biologist Cody McKee in the NDOW office in Las Vegas to
facilitate an emergency water haul to this project.
Sundance Helicopter, our usual provider of chopper services did
an awesome job as always. We drove in a 2,000 gallon rental
water tanker truck and trucked out three 250 gallon portal water
tanks on a trailer. We filled the tanks and flew them in one after
another from the staging area approximately 3 miles from the
project. This is a slick-rock project so the pilot set the tanks down
above the dam and me and three other volunteers were at the site
to handle the water tanks. We spread out a big tarp to improve
the efficiency of water that made it down to the dam and into the
holding tanks. By the time the chopper was back with a full tank
we had the other empty and ready to go. He dropped the full tank
and flew back with an empty tank each time. With the heat and
the size of the chopper we could only get about 110 gallons per
load. We were done and flew out of the project at 11:00 a.m. So,
we got about 1,800 gallon of water in the tanks at the project in
less than 4 hours. The drinker was full and ready for sheep when
we left the site.
NDOW biologist Cody McKee called me with a follow-up report.
Cody and Fraternity member Bruce Litchfield hiked back into the
project to confirm everything was in good working order at Poppy.
Cody also pulled the trail cam memory card out of a USGS
owned trail cam that has been on the site since early May. Those
pictures confirmed extremely heavy sheep use of the project
with up to 50 sheep a day drinking and that doesn’t include all
the birds and other wildlife that were utilizing this project. They
simply drank the project dry with the excessive heat we have been
having. The pictures also confirmed that the project had only
been dry for 4 days prior to us discovering this problem. Since
the drinker was filled last week sheep have resumed drinking, but
at a much lower volume. Again this confirms that many of the
sheep in the area simply walked the 3 miles to one of two other
drinkers in opposite directions from Poppy. They did see several
ewes and lambs at the site when they got to the project. Our
major concern was the excessive heat forecast for this week in
excess of 110 degrees. We needed to get water back to that site
ASAP just in case some the sheep that had become accustom to
drinking there would not, or could not make the walk to one of the
other water projects in the area. We did check the area both on
foot and by chopper and I am happy to report no sheep mortality
was found! Hopefully we get some rain to add to the water we
hauled in so this project does not go dry again this summer.

Big Game

• Bear, Mt. Lion, Elk, Whitetail & Mule Deer
• Enjoy Our Luxury Lodge or
Remote Horseback Camps
• Special Rates for Youth and Veterans

This is a prime example of your Fraternity donations working to
benefit Nevada’s wildlife!
All The Best!
Paul Harris
President
Fraternity of the Desert Bighorn
VegasPaul777@gmail.com
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Wounded Warrior Outdoors Inc.
By Ron Raboud

Proud Supporter of:

Wounded Warrior Outdoors
is really looking forward to
participating in this year’s
WSF Celebrity Shoot. We
think that the Celebrity Shoot
will be a great experience for all parties involved. I do want to
take a minute to explain our program, it is very unique. I founded
WWO in 2006 to get wounded warriors involved back in the
outdoors following their injuries. In 2009 we refined our program
to what it is today.
Working jointly with
Walter Reed National
Military Medical
Center we designed
a therapeutic outdoor
focused program.
All of our guests
are Active Duty
in-hospital patients
at either Walter
Reed or Balboa
Naval Medical
Center San Diego.
Although WWO
covers all aspects of each trip, the participants are selected by the
medical staff at their treatment hospital. Each guest is paired to
the outdoor event that will provide them with the greatest level of
therapeutic opportunity.
They travel to each event along with a member of the hospital
staff to act as a chaperone, then return to the hospital upon trip
completion. Each trip is designed to challenge our guests and
have them rediscover their abilities. Although all of our guests
are recently and severely injured, NONE are disabled. The
confidence they gain and the progress they make in just a short
period of time is remarkable. You will see that for yourself in Reno
at the Celebrity Shoot event.
In spite of what is being shown on TV or written in the
newspaper, our troops have been wounded at higher
rates and more severely than ever before. To give you
an example, a short time ago we hosted a group of
US Marines on a Spring Bear hunt in British Columbia.
Our guest count was a total of 6 wounded warriors.
All are amputee’s including 3 double’s, 2 triples and 1
quadruple! Their average age is 23 years old!

Sponsored By:
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Our plan is to include wounded servicemen from both hospitals on
the Celebrity Shoot. We have started a program at both hospitals
for the guys to begin shooting and practicing in preparation for
the event. Sporting Clays is a tremendous therapeutic activity
for those injured by IED explosions. The required hand to eye
coordination is critical to rehabilitating Traumatic Brain Injuries
(TBI), for those with amputations it will also work to help them
reestablish balance and coordination. Not to mention the benefit
of social interaction!
WWO is a completely
volunteer charity. We
have no paid staff or
needless overhead.
The opportunity to work
with WSF and the USA
Shooting Team is greatly
appreciated! It will truly be
an honor for our warriors
to shoot beside your
team members! What a
privilege! Thank you for
embracing the thought.
I have included a few
pictures from our Spring Turkey hunt in Kentucky. These guys
were from Walter Reed, all were amputees enjoying their time
outside of the hospital.
Thank you for being part of our program, I know everyone will
enjoy the experience!
Ron Raboud
Wounded Warrior Outdoors
1041 Crown Park Circle
Winter Garden, FL 34787
Email: ron@woundedwarrioroutdoors.com
Phone: 407-654-0069
Fax: 407-877-9065

We are looking forward to the Celebrity Shoot and it
will be a great motivator for our injured troops as they
struggle through their healing journey. It will really give
them something to look forward to and to work towards.
I have spoken with the medical staff at both hospitals
to make them aware of this opportunity and they are
excited for their patients.
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At Cabela’s, our outdoor experts put our gear
to the test every chance they get. From hunting
and fishing to camping and hiking, Cabela’s
Outfitters do it all. And they are happy to share
the knowledge they gain in the great outdoors
with everyone who walks through the doors of a
Cabela’s store.
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Visit us in Reno!
Cabela’s
Reno, NV
775.829.4100
Monday - Friday: 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturdays: 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Visit cabelas.com/reno for complete store details.
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Idaho Bighorn
By Brian Rhead
My first hunt trip into the Idaho wilderness produced no mature
rams. From the research that I had done in the preseason I
had accepted the fact that it would likely take three trips each
one week long to find a shooter ram and I laid out my hunt plan
accordingly.

I was very lucky to find two shooter rams on day 2 of my second
trip. Ironically they were bedded just 50 yards from where we had
our tent camp the first trip. I was headed to another drainage to
the south when I glassed back and found them.

FUR AND FEATHER TAXIDERMY
SPECIALIZING IN ALL TYPES OF BIRDS AND MAMMALS

(775) 425-0116
Alan Barrail - Sparks, Nevada

Preserving your memories for a lifetime.

My stalk on these rams was steep and difficult. The rams
were on edge as they heard me kick rocks loose from
below. Tension was high as with only a few steps they
could be out of sight for good over the ridge. I lost sight of
one of the rams as I climbed. The last hour of my climb I
could only see one ram. I thought it was the broomed ram I
wanted, but wasn’t sure because he was looking forward at
me listening to my movement up the ridge.

On the first trip we thought we heard the distant head butts of
rams, so we set out on a trek to find them. On that trek my friend
Dan fell down the mountain and nearly broke his leg. His ankle
swelled and he had a very hard time getting around. We didn’t
find any sheep that direction and we were unsure exactly what
we heard. The next day Dan made it out with his full load like a
trooper.
Dan’s fall put him out for the season. The x-rays showed four
stress fractures and he was in a brace for the rest of sheep
season. This put me in a major bind for help on my sheep hunt.
All of my other friends were on hunts of their own.
My gunsmith’s son in-law, Mike, that I had never met was in town
from California and had time to help. He was young and strong
and seemed to be a good guy when I met him, so I accepted his
offer. Mike is a California beach kid that had never been on a
big game hunt in his life. He had a chipper attitude and always
had a smile on his face, although he was a fish out of water in
the rugged wilderness of Idaho. Truth is, as I found out later, he
was scared to death. But he had an adventure he’ll never forget.
He was extremely helpful and very grateful to have had this
experience.
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I felt the ram would tolerate some noise and would still be
there when I topped the next group of rocks and I was very
happy to see he was still there. He was looking directly
at me as I laid my rifle over the rocks. I was about 70%
sure he was the broomed one. He was straight on 42 degree up
hill and at 380 yards. There was a dead tree trunk and branch
covering much of his body.

below him. I studied the other ram through the binoculars. He
was a great ram and it was not easy to tell if I had shot the one I
wanted, but I eventually got a good look at his lamb tips and I was
thrilled!
I called Dan from the SAT phone and we celebrated the moment.
Mike and I worked on the ram through the night and slept in the
rock valley below.
It was the hunt of a lifetime in every way!

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Fur and Feather Taxidermy
as a 32nd Annual Banquet Sponsor.

sitk a® gear founder, Jonathan hart
location: “x”, northwest territories
mark seacat, seacat creative

I set my scope for the angle and the distance and began to aim
and calculated my options. If he stepped broad side left he would
be behind the tree trunk and if he stepped right he would be off
the rock and out of sight. I started to think about my group size at
that distance. I knew it would be less that 1moa (Minute Of Angle)
and I had “moa” marks in my scope reticle, so I used them to
make sure I was just far enough away from the wood as I aimed in
the crotch of the tree limb.
I still wasn’t sure of what I was going to do when my cross hairs
became very steady. All movement stopped in the scope and my
confidence went sky high and I knew it was time. It was the most
difficult shot of my life and it taxed every shooting skill I had. I
have taken six big game animals over 1,000 yards with this type of
rifle, but this one tops them all.
The ram dropped at the shot and rolled 300 yards down the
mountain flipping in the air. Very disappointing we didn’t get that
part on video. The other ram came out of the draw 100 yards

turning clothing into gear
ne x t-to-sk in | insul ation | sof t shell | hard shell
he adwe ar | handwe ar | packs

Editors Note: Congratulations Brian on an outstanding ram!
Preserving such incredible adversity on your hunt like wildfire,
injury, steep terrain and everything else, really will make that ram
hunt a special memory for a life time! Thank you for sharing your
experience with us.

sitk agear.com | 877.sitk a.gr

nBu Gratefully acknowledGes sitk a Gear
as a 32nd annual Banquet sponsor
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Energetic Costs and Implications for Survival in Migratory Mule Deer
A Report to Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
Cody Schroeder, Graduate Student, Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental Science, University of Nevada,
Reno, Reno, Nevada 89512
Dr. Kelley Stewart, Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Science, University of Nevada, Reno, Reno,
Nevada 89512
Background
Large herbivores have an important ecological role in the
functioning of many temperate and desert ecosystems. These
keystone species are integral parts of complex food-webs that
may act to regulate plant communities through density dependent
feedbacks (Stewart et al. 2006, Stewart et al. 2009). Mule deer
(Odocoileus hemionus) in particular inhabit many different habitat
types throughout the Great Basin and represent a key component
of ecosystem processes. Mule deer not only provide a source
of food for several species of carnivores (i.e. mountain lions,
coyotes, and black bears) they also help in the re-distribution
of key soil nutrients (such as nitrogen, potassium, and calcium)
across wide ranging landscapes by foraging and depositing fecal
matter in a
mosaic of
habitat patches
(Hobbs 1996).
Aside from
providing a
key role in
ecosystem
processes,
mule deer are
also important
economic
contributors to
Figure 1. Mule deer buck harvested in Unit 194 during
many state and local
the fall 2011 rifle hunt. Photo: J. Campbell
economies (Fig. 1).
Mule deer are well-known for their migratory patterns, which
exhibit considerable variation in distances between summer
and winter ranges. Berger (2004) summarized studies of long
distance migrations in ungulates and reported that mean roundtrip distances for mule deer was 66km (+/- 12.7 S.E.M.; n = 15
studies) however, extreme cases were found, where distances
exceeded 300 km. Mule deer populations in Nevada have also
showed high variability in migration distances.
The most pronounced migrations occur in the northeast mountain
ranges of Nevada (i.e. Ruby Mountains, Independence and Mary’s
River Ranges). Recent efforts by Nevada Department of Wildlife
(NDOW) to study mule deer migrations have documented that
some populations exhibit extremely long distance migrations (up
to 200km one way) while other populations may not migrate in
some years or are completely resident on the same ranges yearround. Many of the migratory populations in Nevada also span
across state lines in California, Utah, and Idaho.
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Over the past decade, wildlife managers have been calling
for increased research on migration patterns. Berger (2004)
described long distance migration as one of the most imperiled
ecological phenomena. Indeed, the population-level effects
of restricted or eliminated migratory corridors, many that have
existed for thousands of years, remains poorly understood for
many species including mule deer. Evaluation of the responses
by large herbivores to restrictions in migration corridors would be
helpful for improvements to the design and function of constructed
corridors and land management planning processes. Currently,
state agencies in Nevada are undertaking a cooperative effort
to maintain and improve some of these migration corridors that
are hindered by human-created disturbances. An extensive
effort has already begun to build a network of wildlife friendly
overpasses and underpasses along U.S. Highway 93 between
Contact Pass and Wells, NV (Fig. 2). These efforts will
undoubtedly
benefit mule
deer that
migrate to
wintering areas
eastward of
these road
barriers,
however
many other
long distance
migrations occur
in other parts of
Figure 2. Mule deer migrating across highway crossing
the state which are
structure on US 93, near Wells, Nevada during fall 2011.
not well studied.
Photo: N. Simpson
This study will provide a quantitative analysis of migration costs
for mule deer in Nevada and to determine which variables may
affect migratory behavior and examine factors that may be used
to focus conservation efforts. The objectives for the migratory
portion of the research efforts are to 1) examine different
strategies of migration behavior in relation to seasonal changes
in climate, 2) examine the energetic costs of various migration
strategies, and 3) to determine the role of body condition, summer
forage quality, and migration distance on survival and recruitment
of mule deer in Nevada. The results of this analysis will provide
more specific information on migration costs for mule deer, which
face increasing threats due to human activities such as road
building, energy development, mining, and urban expansion. The
resulting habitat selection maps will also help to prioritize crucial
migration corridors for land management planning and help to
clarify some factors that may contribute to declines in mule deer
populations across western North America.
Study Area
This research project will encompass three unique and
representative ecosystems in Nevada (Fig. 3). The Ruby

Mountains are oriented on a northsouth axis and extend from Secret
Pass (40°51’14” N, 115°10’45” W) which
geographically separates them from
the East Humboldt Range, to Bald
Mountain (40°14’34” N, 115°32’27” W)
about 130 km to the south. Mule deer
are widely distributed throughout these
mountains, which currently support
the largest mule deer herd in Nevada
(estimated population size of 24,000
in 2009; NDOW unpublished data).
Seasonal ranges vary in elevation from
1,500m to over 3,400m. The Simpson
Park Mountains are a relatively dry
and topographically complex mountain
range typical of many basin and range
landscapes thorough the central
Great Basin. These mountains are
distinguished by the southern flank near
Hickison Summit on Nevada Highway
50 (39°26’37.24”N, 116°44’41.82”W) to
the Rocky Hills region in the north (40°
2’7.60”N, 116°26’30.02”W). Our third
study area encompasses the Carson
Range from Carson Pass, California
(38°41’38.90”N, 119°59’12.08”W) to
the northern summer ranges near
Mt. Rose, Nevada (39°20’36.35”N,
119°55’3.29”W). Breeding activity
of mule deer generally begins in
early November and extends to midDecember. Migration is generally
dependent on the first onset of
major winter storms, in which major
accumulations of snow at the higher
elevations force deer to lower elevations
or late-fall transition ranges.

Figure 3. Location of study areas in Washoe, Lander, and Elko counties, NV, USA. Black dots are VHF telemetry locations of
radio-collared mule deer captured during winters of 2011 and 2012.

Climate in western and eastern Nevada is influenced by Pacific
storms characterized by heavy winter precipitation (November
through April) and relatively mesic summers with frequent
precipitation in the form of thunderstorms. Annual summer
precipitation is highly variable and ranges from 5cm to 35cm
(Gibbs Ranch, Elko Co. NV). Most winter precipitation arrives
in the form of snowfall (240cm -300cm cumulative annual snow;
USFS Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest) which significantly
affects the growth of seasonal vegetation and timing of spring
green-up. The study area encompasses a variety of vegetation
communities typical of the Great Basin sage-steppe communities
at lower elevations [mountain big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata
ssp. vaseyana), bitterbrush (Pursia tridentata), and rabbitbrush
(Chrysothamnus viscidiflorus)], riparian habitats consisting of
quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides) and cottonwood (Populus
deltoides) in drainage bottoms and mid-elevations, and sub-

alpine zones
dominated by
pinyon-juniper
woodlands
(Populus
monophylla
and Juniperus
osteosperma)
and a variety
of grassland
ecotypes (Poa
sp., Carex sp.,
Stipa sp, etc.).
(Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Landscape of typical summer range habitat for mule
deer in the Ruby Mountain study area, Lamoille Cn., Elko Co., NV.
Photo: C. Schroeder
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Mean

Year
2011
SD
No. Sampled

Carson
Bucks
Does
Fawn Males
Fawn Females

163.3
120.2
74.7
69.3

16.7
14.0
6.9
3.7

3
17
14
15

Simpson Park
Bucks
Does
Fawn Males
Fawn Females

168.0
130.5
76.3
64.4

14.6
6.0
8.8
7.7

5
4
12
12

Ruby Mtns
Bucks
Does
Fawn Males
Fawn Females

171.1
125.4
71.8
69.7

12.3
12.7
5.9
6.3

10
21
19
17

Mean

2012
SD

No. Sampled

152.0
119.4
65.8
67.3

14.4
10.2
6.7
5.3

5
12
15
15

Methods
This research project has been a collaborative effort between
the University of Nevada, Reno and the Nevada Department of
Wildlife (NDOW). We have capitalized on Federal Aid funding
received by NDOW as well as funding from Nevada Bighorns
Unlimited to capture, weigh, and collar about 447 mule deer
via helicopter and net-gun as of February 2012 (Table 1). We
fit GPS radio-collars on approximately 45 adults in the Ruby
Mountains, 30 adults in the Simpson Park Range, and 15 in the
Carson Range during winter 2012, which is roughly proportional
to the estimated populations in each of these mountain ranges (T.
Wasley personal communication). All other captured deer were
fitted with VHF radio-collars which will be used to estimate annual
and monthly survival rates in each area. We also captured 60
juveniles (30 of each sex) in the Ruby Mountains, 30 juveniles
in the Simpson Park Range, and 30 in the Carson Range and
attached traditional VHF radio-collars for each year of the study.
All mule deer we captured were weighed (Table 1) and several
types of samples were collected including blood, hair, fecal
sample, as well as several body size measurements. These
data will be used to quantify the relative body condition (weight
corrected for body size) and any disease or mineral deficiencies
that may be associated with survival and movement patterns.

Carson
Bucks
Does
Fawn Males
Fawn Females

Figure 5. C. Schroeder and K. Stewart using ultrasonography to assess pregnancy status
of mule deer in the Carson Range, Nevada, USA, January 2012. Photo: C. Lackey

During early winter helicopter captures (Late-December or
January), we measure body condition using ultrasonography
(Stephenson et al. 2002) and estimate a relative body condition
index using traditional palpation techniques (Cook et al. 2004).
Estimates of total body fat % will be obtained by directly
measuring the depth of rump fat. For animals that cannot be
measured using ultrasonography (i.e. juveniles, adult males,
some VHF adult females), we will use the weight corrected
for body size using standard morphometric measurements
(length of hind leg, chest girth, and lower-jaw length) of these
individuals. We will obtain a relative index of body condition using
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Simpson Park
Bucks
Does
Fawn Males
Fawn Females
Ruby Mtns
Bucks
Does
Fawn Males
Fawn Females

155.0
120.6
69.1
67.8

162.3
130.7
70.6
70.2

22.2
14.5
5.5
9.0

19.8
12.7
7.1
9.5

9
27
14
16

16
46
29
30

Table 1. Summary of capture weights (lbs) and one standard deviation (SD) for mule deer
captured in three study areas in Nevada during winter 2010-11 and 2012. Weights were
corrected for canvas bags, hobbles, and blind folds where necessary.

the residual distances from linear regression analysis of body
mass and morphometric measurements. We also determine the
reproductive status (pregnant vs. non-pregnant) of each captured
animal using either ultrasonography (Fig. 5) or pregnancy-specific
protein B (PSPB) from blood samples (Noyes et al. 1997) for all
adult females
who receive
a GPS collar.
Additionally we
will test for the
effects of age
by examining
tooth wear and
patterns of
tooth eruption
(Wallmo 1980),
which provides
a relative
Figure 6. Field technician Ben Regan investigating mortality
estimate of age
on a radio-collared deer in the Simpson Park range during
category (< 1 yr,
summer 2012. Photo: C. Schroeder
1 – 1.5 yrs, 2+ yrs).
Age, sex, body-condition, and reproductive status will be used
as covariates in the final analyses of energy expenditure and
survivorship.
Preliminary Results
The number of deer exhibiting a strong migratory pattern varied
distinctly in each study area (Table 2). In general deer in the
Ruby Mountain study area were highly migratory with about 85%
of radio-collared mule deer making at least one long-distance
movement between their winter and summer ranges (Table
2). Deer in the Simpson Park study tended to exhibit a resident
strategy during 2012, while deer in the Carson Range exhibited
a mixed strategy of resident and migratory behaviors (Table 2).
We hypothesize that extremely mild winter weather conditions

during 2012 may explain the differences in migratory patterns and
resulting mixed migration strategy of this deer herd.
We estimated adult survival by investigating mortality events of
our marked animals (Fig. 6, 7) and was relatively constant in all
three study areas during winter 2011 and 2012 with no significant
differences being detected between study areas or between years
(Fig. 8). However, juvenile survival varied markedly across study
areas and between years (Fig. 9). In general juvenile survival was
about 10-15%
higher during
winter 2012
when compared
to winter 2011 in
all study areas.
Future
Directions
We will use
movement data
Figure 7. Ben Regan investigating mortality of juvenile mule deer
derived from
in the Ruby Mountains during May 2012. Photo: B. Regan
GPS-satellite
collars as well as VHF collars to determine the migratory status
and to estimate seasonal migration distances in each population
of mule deer. In addition to collecting GPS fixes (Fig. 10, Carson
Range study area), these collars also have the ability to detect
differences in activity rate (foraging activity vs. resting bouts) even
when animals are not making large movements. Those activity
monitors detect changes in activity by recording the angle of the
collar every 3 minutes. By summarizing this activity data on a
daily basis, we can infer and quantify relative time spent doing
various activities and report an activity budget. Those data will
be used to parameterize a model estimating energetic costs of
migration for different migration strategies. In addition to analyzing
movement data for energetic models, we will use resource
selection models to identify key areas of seasonal habitat use,

Ruby Mtn Data
No. of Deer

Bald Mtn Data
No. of Deer

Carson Data
No. of Deer

Simpson Park Data
No. of Deer

Migratory Deer
GPS-Bucks
GPS-Does

10
22

-8

4
6

1
0

Resident Deer
GPS-Bucks
GPS-Does

4
6

-1

1
4

14
20

Mortalities
GPS-Bucks
GPS-Does

1
2

-3

2
2

0
4

Table 2. Summary of migratory status of GPS-collared deer with one season of collar data collected in each study area during Spring 2012. Migration was determined for deer with a
greater net displacement of 20-km for Ruby Mtn study area and 10-km for the Carson Range study area.
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transitional ranges, and stop-over sites using a Brownian Bridge
modeling approach (Horne et al. 2007). Those data will be
critical to the identification of important migratory corridors (Fig.
11) and the specific habitat variables important for mule deer
in those ranges. The models and output maps derived from
these analyses will be helpful to management agencies that are
tasked with determining crucial levels of habitat importance and
delineating migratory corridors of these migratory ungulates.
Some key decisions regarding the expansion of Bald Mountain
Mine in Elko County are currently being reviewed by the Bureau
of Land Management, thus GPS-collar movement data may
help land managers conserve critical migration corridors (Fig.
11).

We will obtain satellite imagery of the study area to
measure phenological changes in vegetation using
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) during
spring to quantify changes in forage quality and associated
movements of deer following the green-up of vegetation.
NDVI has been successfully used as a proxy for
measuring forage quality over broad landscape studies
(Hamel et al. 2009). Images will be composited over
a 10-day period in order to obtain a reliable variance in
vegetative growth (Hamel et al. 2009). If only one day is
selected for a NDVI measurement, erratic fluctuation in
values may occur to atmospheric interferences such as
rain clouds or jet stream. Additionally we will use fecal
pellets collected from high-use area of radio-collared deer
to test the level of forage quality (as indexed by the amount
of nitrogen remaining in feces) between different migration
strategies and among study areas. Fecal nitrogen (FN)
has been used in a variety of studies on habitat quality
and is considered an appropriate response variable for
quantifying seasonal differences in diet quality in ungulates
(Leslie et al. 2008). These correlations will be used to
link sources of food energy (crude protein and digestible
energy) with patterns of movements outside and during
migratory periods.

Individual mule deer will be treated as completely migratory if
they exhibit distinct and non-overlapping summer and winter
home ranges for a period of at least two migration seasons.
Deer will be considered facultative migrators if they fail to
migrate to a distinct wintering area in any 1 year or exhibit only
brief or short-distance movements associated with a return to
their “core” home range. Deer will be considered residents
if they do not exhibit distinct seasonal movements, have
overlapping yearly movement patterns, or do not migrate in
any year of monitoring. Continuous monitoring of radio-collars
via data downloads will also facilitate the monitoring of survival
annually and during migrations. If a mortality event is detected
from remotely downloaded data, we will immediately retrieve
the location cluster and collect data of the mortality and at the
site to evaluate the proximate cause of death. Standard field
necropsy procedures will be used to indentify cause-specific
mortality (Bleich and Taylor 1998). Additionally, we will collect
any pertinent samples from a field necropsy (i.e. lower jaw,
kidney w/fat tissues, or femur marrow) to further assess any
indirect causes of mortality (i.e. reduced body condition or prior
injuries). We will calculate the mean time of departure (with
associated standard deviations) from summer and winter home
ranges to quantify the timing and synchrony of migrations in
relation to summer forage quality and quantity and distance of
migration route.
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Mule deer with radio collar in the Simpson Park Range, Nevada. January 2012.
Photo: K. Stewart
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Figure 10. Map showing GPS locations of 14 radio-collared mule deer
captured on winter range during February 2012 in the Carson Range
study Area, Washoe Co., NV, USA. Colored dots are individual deer
showing migration paths (dots connected by black lines).

Figure 11. Map showing the migration corridor used by 12 GPS-collared mule deer that were
captured just south of Bald Mountain Mine in Elko Co., Nevada, USA during January 2012.
Kernel density map shows the probability distribution of movements during spring migration.
Black polygon represents the current and proposed footprint of Bald Mountain mine expansion.
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Once-In-A-Lifetime Thinhorn Hunt – Version 2.0
By Kevin Hurley, Cody, WY
Following my successful August 2011 Dall’s sheep hunt in the
Alaska Range with Mike Colpo of Lazy J Bar O Outfitters, I wasn’t
100% sure what my next sheep hunting adventure might be; I just
knew I wanted another one. So, after mulling it over for five plus
months, doing tons of research, poring over maps, reading reports
and survey summaries, and talking with numerous sheep hunters
and sheep biologist colleagues of mine, Day one of the Wild
Sheep Foundation 2012 Sheep Show convention in Reno found
me making a beeline to the booth of Dean Sandulak, Trophy
Stone Outfitting (TSO), south-central Yukon Territory.
It only took a few minutes of visiting with Dean (& his wife Lori)
before I made my decision. I liked the feel and reputation of their
family-run operation, and I knew about the rams they’d taken. So,
right there, before Dean “booked up” at our WSF convention and
the following week’s SCI convention, I booked a Stone’s sheep
hunt with them for August 2012. Dean was able to accommodate
the dates I needed for my 21-year old son Kyle to come with me
on this hunt. After being a non-hunting companion in AK in 2011,
Kyle definitely wanted to “participate” this time around. Not being
able to swing a second Stone’s sheep hunt for my college-age
son, I got Dean to line Kyle up for black bear, wolf, and wolverine.
Our hunt was set!
Fast-forward to mid-July 2012, and I was driving north through
British Columbia for the second year in a row! What a fabulous
province! I visited friends and colleagues, saw some new country,
and enjoyed the drive. Kyle flew to Whitehorse, and after a day
sorting gear (for the umpteenth time), we took a charter flight
from Whitehorse to Dean’s base camp. After confirming our rifles
were “on”, and reducing gear yet again, we packed up and rode
out the next day for spike camp, a beautiful four-hour ride. We
spotted ewes and lambs, the south end of a north-bound white
wolf, a few caribou, and some gorgeous scenery. Arriving at
one of Dean’s spike camp cabins, we discovered just how much
Yukon porcupines enjoy plywood and two-by-fours! Even though
several courses of tin siding had been placed on this cabin, as
snow depths accumulated last winter, those “porkies” had quite
a platform from which to do their business. Needless to say, we
spent a couple hours doing damage control, but our spirits weren’t
dampened in the least.
Opening morning found us glassing Glenlyon Peak, the highest
point in the Glenlyon Range (Pelly Mountains) at just over 7,000
feet. Two wolverines bounced around in the basin below us, but
since we had rams spotted on the slope above us, Kyle and I
opted not to fill our wolverine tags at that moment. Of course,
those were the only wolverines we saw in 12 days! Glassing
on days one and two confirmed rams, but we weren’t able to
get close enough. With day three being a complete rainout, we
strategized for day four, making plans to climb Glenlyon Peak to
“Go where the rams were…”
With Dean, 19-year old guide Brad Friesen, and 18-year old
wrangler Emily Beiler, Kyle and I rode partway up the mountain,
then Emily retreated with the horses. Once we gained enough
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elevation, we spotted a group of six rams feeding in a large basin,
way down the north slope of the mountain. Suddenly, something
spooked that ram band (it wasn’t us!), and as we repositioned to
find out what, we were busted by two other rams. Our hopes were
a bit dashed, but we kept slowly climbing to the top of Glenlyon
Peak, glassing as we went.
More glassing confirmed those two sentinel rams were not
part of our original band, which now numbered eight, still way
down the mountain below us. We talked for about 30 seconds,
agreeing we needed to bail off that ridge, and dive down into that
basin. I loosely use the term “glissaded” to describe our descent;
experienced mountain hunters know what I mean when I say we
dug in our heels, lowered our rear ends, and slid down 1,500’ of
talus and loose rock!
Belly-crawling and butt-sliding our way into position, we stalked
within 200 yards of this band of eight rams, which alternated
between feeding, bedding, and play-fighting. Three of the eight
rams were “legal” by Yukon definition, but the ram I focused on
stood out from his bro’s. But, his pals wouldn’t leave him alone;
they kept circling around him, striking him with their front legs
when he would lie down, testing his patience and his mettle. After
running his buddies off for the last time, this ram separated, stood,
and likely thought about bedding down yet again. However, one
shot from my favorite rifle (Ruger 7mm mag; nicknamed “The
Preacher” by my buddy Ron Lockwood) at 187 yards ended the
moment; a six plus, 34.5” X 13.25” ram died where he’d stood,
never taking a step. It was a pretty emotional moment for me,
having Kyle right beside me, again. It took us 15 minutes to drop
the 200 yards to this ram, so you can guess the steepness of the
terrain.
Following all the shared congratulations and photo-taking, we
caped and boned this ram, knowing we had a heck of a climb still
ahead of us. Let’s just say there is a new basin named “Hurley’s
Hell Hole” that now appears on Dean’s map. Leaving the kill site
at almost 8:00 p.m., we ground our way up ~1,700’, over the top of
Glenlyon Peak, then dropped another 1,500’ back down to Emily
and the horses, reaching them about 11:30 p.m.. Thank goodness
it stays light late that far north; combined with a nearly-full moon,
we had an enjoyable late night/early morning ride back to camp,
arriving at 1:30 a.m.!
Fortunately (or unfortunately, depending on perspective), day five
was another complete rainout, so we took it easy around spike
camp, taking care of the cape and meat, and resting our weary
bones. We figured we’d gained and lost over 6,200’ in elevation
the previous day, to get that ram, and get him out. Dean stated
he’d never had a hunter go down into that basin before, and with
any luck, he’d never have another one go there!
By day six, the rains had quit, and we rode several hours to
another spike camp, to check provisions for Dean’s upcoming
hunts and try to find some berry patches for Kyle to locate a black
bear. Sure enough, we found more porcupine damage at this

camp too, so while Dean and Emily cleaned up that
mess, Kyle, Brad and I headed for the blueberry
hills. It wasn’t long before we spotted what through
binocs looked to be a grizzly, but upon closer
examination through the spotting scope turned
out to be a dark chocolate black bear, with a very
grizzled back. A great stalk by Brad and Kyle put
them within 30 yards of this bear, but he spooked
before Kyle could connect. Seriously bummed yet
seriously jazzed, Kyle and Brad dropped back down
to where I was with the horses, and we rode back to
spike camp.
Buoyed by the abundance of berries and bears, we
were back out early the next morning, glassing the
same slopes we’d hunted the evening before. Sure
enough, we spotted a large “black” black bear, and
the guys were off! As they approached this first
bear, they spotted “Goldilocks” from the evening
before; a quick decision resulted in a hard right turn,
and they headed for this grizzly-looking black bear.
A great stalk followed by a great shot by Kyle filled
this dream hunt for him, with a 6’ multi-colored black
bear. I was so proud and so happy for my son.
That night, back at camp, it wasn’t a “Dances With
Wolves”-scale bonfire, but after caring for the bear
hide, Dean and I had the good sense to turn in, while
Kyle, Brad, and Emily lit up the night and celebrated
around a fire (the strongest drink they had was
powdered KoolAid!). Just three young folk, enjoying
the experience, celebrating the hunt, the wilderness,
and the critters; the stories they shared the next
morning were amazing!
After almost 30 years in the outfitting/guiding
business, Dean told us he could not recall a hunt
where he laughed more. We had a great 12-day trip/
hunt/experience. With 3 washout days of rain during
our 10-day hunt, and seeing Stone’s sheep, moose,
caribou, wolves, black bears, wolverines, and a
small portion of Dean’s ~4.5 million acre concession,
Kyle and I know we made the right decision in going
with Dean/TSO. As I told Dean when we departed,
we booked as clients, and left as friends. Maybe in
a couple years when Kyle finishes his Mechanical
Engineering degree at the University of Wyoming,
there might be an archery Yukon moose hunt
wrapped in a camouflage ribbon waiting for him to
unwrap!
Every time I do something like this, I realize how
lucky I am to have been so deeply involved in the
wild sheep conservation and hunting world for the
past 31+ years. I can’t wait for the next wild sheep
adventure, ‘cause I know there will be one!
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The 2012 Bootstraps Crew on Rosebush Creek in the Toiyabe Range
By Mike Stamm
UNR Cooperative Extension
Once habitat has been degraded, conversion back to more
diverse and valuable plant communities is extremely difficult and
expensive. As the Nevada Department of Wildlife’s Mule Deer
Management Plan warns:
“… dense stands reduce understory plant productivity and
diversity, increase site aridity, and accelerate soil erosion.
Pinyon-juniper conditions throughout much of Nevada are having
negative impacts on mule deer and other wildlife.”

Although the program began very modestly, Bootstraps crews
have grown steadily over the years (crews are now comprised of
12–15 young adults) and have completed an impressive list of
wildlife habitat improvement projects in the Fish Creek, Simpson
Park, Roberts, Sulphur Springs, Toiyabe, Desatoya and Battle
Mountain Ranges of central Nevada.

Dense pinyon-juniper woodlands are also highly susceptible to
intense wildfires, after which introduced annual weeds such as
cheatgrass frequently dominate the landscape, preventing or
greatly impeding re-establishment of desirable plant species.
Battle Mountain Bootstraps Crew Puts in a Winning Season 8

Now in its eighth year, the Battle Mountain Bootstraps crew
recently finished one of its most successful seasons yet. From
June through October, the crew, using chainsaws, removed
encroaching pinyon and juniper trees from more than 1,100 acres
of important wildlife habitat in Lander County, Nevada.
Encroaching trees were removed from 600 acres of habitat in
the Rosebush and Cowboy Rest Creek areas of the northern
Toiyabe Range on the western side of Grass Valley, and another
550 acres of habitat were freed from a pinyon-juniper takeover
on Bald Mountain, which lies about 20 miles south of the town of
Crescent Valley.

Crews from the Bootstraps program have been removing
encroaching pinyon and juniper trees from some of central
Nevada’s most valuable wildlife habitats since 2005. In that year,
the Battle Mountain District of the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) in partnership with University of Nevada Cooperative
Extension, launched the program, which was designed to put
out-of-school young adults to work, teaching them useful life and
employment skills, while at the same time accomplishing much
needed wildlife habitat improvement projects.

Although the pinyon-juniper problem is little known to the general
public, rapidly increasing density of these trees is having a huge
impact on range and wildlife habitat throughout much of the West.
Since European settlement, changes in land use, fire frequency
and atmospheric carbon dioxide have led to widespread
increases in pinyon and juniper at the expense of wildlife. In the
Great Basin, for example, the area covered by pinyon-juniper
woodlands has increased 10-fold since the late 1800’s.
In moderation pinyon and juniper trees are actually desirable;
both species provide food and cover for many wildlife species,
but as they become
increasingly
widespread and
numerous, shrubs,
grasses and forbs
are lost through
competitive
exclusion. In many
places, pinyon and
juniper domination
is a major factor in
Dense stands of pinyon-juniper make very poor wildlife
the decline of sage
habitat. Note dead and dying grasses and shrubs.
grouse and other
wildlife.
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Although the Bootstraps program won’t, by itself, solve our natural
resource problems, it is a highly successful model of cooperation
between local communities, private enterprise, government
agencies and sportsman’s groups. The results are real, visible,
on-the-ground habitat improvements.
The Bootstraps camp have partially completed steel jack fence
on a high elevation meadow complex in the Battle Mountains.
Especially during dry years, meadows are essential for sage
grouse survival.
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The 2012 Bootstraps crew at work on a wetland protective fence in the Battle Mountains.
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A Hunting We Will Go - NOT!

News from the Department of Wildlife Nevada Duck Stamp Contest Winner Announced

By Ken Joy, NBU Director

Contact: Aaron Meier
Date: 11/28/2012

You all may very well know this upcoming legislative session will
be the most difficult that Nevadans have ever faced. Currently
there is a proposal to declare the Nevada Black Bear a protected
species and there will be a petition to eliminate the use of hounds
for black bear hunting. (See Commission Meeting Agenda
Item #17 for the upcoming legislative session). Either of these
petitions has the ability to end bear hunting in the Silver State
and could potentially lead to the elimination of hound hunting
by furthering the efforts of every anti-hunting organization in the
nation.
The purpose of this article is to provide adequate scientific
data by referencing specific research projects and reports
that illustrate why hunting with hounds or any other dog for that
matter is necessary and should remain in place and undisturbed
for future generations. Make no mistake about it –Hunting with
hounds is viewed by many as unethical and inhumane and there
are organizations out there that wish to end it forever. Fortunately
for us, these organizations base their arguments on” feelings” and
the negative acts of a select few rather than factual scientific data!
In a study conducted by the Department of Fisheries and Wildlife
Sciences, Virginia Polytech and State University in Blacksburg
VA, titled: “Summary for Hunter Efforts and Success Rates of
Hunting Bears with Hounds in Virginia,” it is noted that five out of
seven states where the issue was brought to public ballot resulted
in the closure of bear hunting with dogs. To be specific, if this
petition makes it to the public ballot, we won’t bear hunt with
dogs.
The entire purpose of the study in Virginia was to “determine
hunting efforts and success rates of houndsmen during the
hound training season and the bear firearm season so that the
effect of houndsmen on Virginias bear population could be better
documented.” You may ask: “Why was the study conducted in
Virginia selected as a comparison against Nevada? The answer
is because like Virginia, Nevada has many of the same laws and
regulations for bear hunting. For example, hunting over bait is
illegal and there is also a set season every year. Additionally, it
was chosen because quite frankly there aren’t that many studies
conducted specifically on the topic of hound hunting for bear.
In this summary there were three methods used to acquire data.
The first was by “field surveys” documenting houndsmen on 190
hunts, the second method was through mail surveys documenting
241 hunts and the third by hunter diaries documenting 828
hunts. Each of these methods arrived at nearly the same results.
During the field surveys, “On average, bears were chased in
65% of hunts; 24% of bears chased were treed, and a bear was
harvested in 5% of all hunts.” For the mail survey, “762 surveys
were mailed yet only 532 (73%) were returned. Of the 532
respondents, 241 (45%) were bear hunters who used hounds to
hunt bears. Only hunters who used hounds (241) were included
in this analysis…. Bears were chased in 53% of hunts; 31% of
bears were treed and bear was harvested in 14% of all hunts.”
Because these amounts only account for 45% of the hunters its
actual results are nearly equal to those found in the field survey.
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The hunter diaries yielded that, “a bear was chased 74% of all
hunts, and in 44% of all hunts a bear was treed and 17% were
harvested”. The point in sharing this information with you is to
illustrate the single most important fact in hunting black bear with
hounds. It is that there is no better way to evaluate the take of
an animal than through “treeing”. Even in the mail surveys treed
bears were determined to be 46% male and 16% female, leaving
38%unidentified, and in the hunter diaries 67% were identified
by sex. Black bear is the most difficult North American animal
to identify by sex. If the above mentioned percentages do not
sound like much consider weighing it against the deer hunter who
harvests a bear after stumbling across it. Rarely is the hunter
allotted any time to identify the bear either by sex or size if not
using dogs.
By bringing an animal to bay, or “treeing” it, houndsmen have the
ability to select older, larger bears and are additionally allotted
the time and given the ability to determine the sex of the animal,
which is not easily attainable through other methods of take. The
summary states,” the low harvest rates suggest that hunters may
be selective and that hounds are not used strictly to ensure that a
bear is harvested. It is more likely that houndsmen enjoy working
with their hounds, as do duck hunters, upland game bird hunters,
and rabbit hunter.” As an avid houndsmen I couldn’t agree more
with this statement.
The public as a whole considers that the use of dogs gives
hunters an unfair advantage and that the dog performs most if
not all of the work. Nothing could be further from the truth. The
Virginia summary illustrates this by recording the time the hunters
spend hunting, the time the hounds hunted and the length of time
a bear was actually chased. It found, “ Hunters exerted the most
effort (8hrs) in terms of time spent in the woods (looking for tracks
before releasing hounds and looking for hounds once the chase
finished), and hounds actively hunted (4.2hrs) half as many hours
as the hunters. Bears were chased by hounds for only half as
many hours as hounds actually hunted (2.4 hrs; hounds may be
released on a bear’s track hours after the bear had been there)”.
If you have ever taken part in a big game hunt with hounds you
know that the animal is not chased from the time the dogs are
placed on its tracks to the time it is treed, because it takes time
for the dogs to reach the animal.
Hopefully this article has provided some valuable information to
all NBU Supporters. I will continue to apprise every one of the
many reasons hunting in every form is worth fighting for, this year
more than any other! So, if you enjoyed reading this article and
found it helpful and would like us to continue our efforts in support
of Nevada’s Black Bear and hound hunting, please contact me
and let me know or like us on facebook. Until next issue, get
involved and stay informed!

phases have rose-red feet and legs, and pink bills
with black edges.
“Their white feathers allow for great lighting
techniques. I enjoyed the challenge of creating
texture and shadows on an animal that is one
solid color. I also love the bird’s noble stance,”
said Nastav.
The Nevada Duck Stamp sells for $10 and
is required to be purchased by any person
who hunts migratory birds in Nevada. Stamps
can also be purchased by collectors and the
general public to support Nevada wildlife and
habitat conservation efforts. A limited number of
Conservation Edition prints may also be issued,
and are available for fundraising for wildliferelated and other conservation organizations.

Missouri artist Rebekah Nastav has been named the winner of
the 2013 Nevada Duck Stamp Art Contest. Her winning entry
featuring a snow goose standing on the shore will now grace
Nevada’s 2013-2014 State Duck Stamp.
The contest, sponsored by the Nevada Waterfowl Association
(NWA) and sanctioned by the Nevada Department of Wildlife
(NDOW), drew a total of 17 entries from 15 states. All of the
winning entries can be viewed on the NDOW website at www.
ndow.org/wild/stamp/.

The Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW)
protects, restores and manages fish and wildlife,
and promotes fishing, hunting, and boating safety.
NDOW’s wildlife and habitat conservation efforts
are primarily funded by sportsmen’s license and conservation
fees and a federal surcharge on hunting and fishing gear. Support
wildlife and habitat conservation in Nevada by purchasing a
hunting, fishing, or combination license. Find us on Facebook,
Twitter or visit us at www.ndow.org.

The winning entry in the annual art contest was selected by a
panel of seven judges, five judges selected by the NWA and two
Nevada wildlife commissioners.
“It was great to find out that my artwork will grace the 2013
Nevada duck stamp and be seen by many duck stamp collectors,”
said Nastav, who finished fourth in last year’s contest.
This is not the first time that Nastav has enjoyed success from
her art having also claimed the 2006-2007 Federal Junior Duck
Stamp contests (FJDS), the 2008 and 2009 Missouri contest
for the FJDS and the 75th Anniversary Wildlife & Sport Fish
Restoration Program art contest.
The subject of this year’s contest was the snow goose. A North
American species of goose, its name derives from the typically
white plumage. Snow geese that migrate through Nevada are part
of the Western Arctic Population of Lesser Snow Geese.
The snow goose has two color plumage morphs, white (snow)
or gray/blue (blue), thus the common description as “snows” and
“blues.” White-morph birds are white except for black wing tips,
but blue-morph geese have bluish-grey plumage replacing the
white except on the head, neck and tail tip. Both snow and blue
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Serving Carson City and the Surrounding Area Since 1970

Over 40 mattresses
on display

“Come and see us
at either location”

3333 N. Carson St
Carson City

911 Topsy Lane
Carson Valley Plaza

Anthony Imperato

President of Henr y Repeating Arms

“Henry rifles will only be
made in America or they
won’t be made at all.”
Henr y Golden Boy
.22 LR /.22 Mag
.17HMR

Henr y Big Boy
.44 Mag /.45C
.357 Mag

Henr y
Acu-Bolt
.22 LR
.22 Mag
.17 HMR

Henr y U.S. Sur vival
.22 LR

It’s not a prideful boast. It’s a
solemn oath from all of us at Henry
Repeating Arms. Every Henry rifle
is and always will be made in America
by American workers. Decent, hard
working folks like you who take great
pride in their work. We won’t follow the
path of other manufacturers who have
their products made overseas and slap
their name on them. When you read the
rollmark on the barrel of a Henry, it’s
going to read Made in the USA.
We start with only the finest
ingredients - gun barrel quality steel
from Ohio, genuine American walnut
from Missouri and Iowa, steel castings
from Wisconsin and brass components
from Pennsylvania. We manufacture a
rifle that you will be proud to own – with
the smoothest action, flawless reliability,
and pinpoint accuracy. Made in America
with the same integrity as the Henry
rifle President Lincoln owned.
We are a family owned business
and we stand behind every rifle that
leaves our plant. You will find our
customer service second to none, and
we’ll do whatever it takes to guarantee
your complete satisfaction.
We invite you to become part of
the Henry family. Please order our free
catalog, which includes information
about our rifles, a list of dealers in
your area and a free Henry decal.

“NBU Gratefully Acknowledges
Henry Repeating Arms as
a 32nd Annual Banquet Sponsor”

For a FREE color catalog
visit www.henryrifles.com
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Committed to Satisfaction through Quality, Service & Price

North Store

775-883-3333
renovulc.bighornad_crops_final.pdf

South Store
1

WedMay23/23/12775-267-6363
5:54 PM

”NBU Gratefully Acknowledges JM Furniture as a 32nd Annual Banquet Sponsor”

Do you think these bighorn
sheep are thirsty?
Don’t make Nevada’s
wildlife wait for your
support!

NBU Director & Water Development Manager Mel Belding and
NDOW Biologist Jason Salisbury

Join NBU today!
Over the last thirty-one years NBU has grown to become
the largest grass roots volunteer sportsmen’s organization in
Nevada, and quite possibly the country! Through the support
of our members NBU has raised millions of dollars and logged
literally thousands of volunteer hours to benefit Nevada’s
wildlife. In the past five years alone NBU has funded and
actively participated in numerous big game capture, relocation
and survey projects, water development and enhancement
projects, Sheldon National Wildlife Refuge wild horse control,
made equipment and repair donations essential to NDOW,
participated in disease outbreak and prevention programs,
funded wildlife research including bighorn sheep, mountain
goats, elk, mule deer and sage grouse studies, supported
sound science predator control programs, awarded youth
scholarships and contributed to youth hunting and fishing
forums, as well as participated in numerous range restoration
projects.
The efforts of NBU have directly contributed to Nevada
currently having about 9,900 bighorn sheep within our borders.
That is more bighorn sheep than any other state in the lower
48! NBU has been largely responsible for transplanting bighorn

sheep in 80 of the 86 mountain ranges in Nevada that bighorns
call home. But NBU is not only about wild sheep! Through the
donations and participation from concerned sportsmen and
sportswomen such as you, NBU has increased opportunities to
hunt big and small game animals, as well as otherwise enjoying
Nevada’s wildlife experience.
You can become a member of NBU in four different ways:
(1) By attending our Annual Fundraising Banquet in the
Spring of each year; (2) By making a donation to the Annual
Fundraising Banquet; (3) By volunteering your time one day
a year on a project sponsored by NBU to perpetuate the
mission of the organization; and finally (4) By joining using the
application form on the adjacent page or via our website at
http://NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org.
Please help NBU perpetuate our mission to protect and
enhance Nevada’s wildlife resources for sportsmen, outdoor
and wildlife enthusiasts for this and future generations.
Thank you for your consideration.

Join Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
& Support Your Nevada Wildlife!
~ Sportsmen working for the future of Nevada’s wildlife ~
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Membership Application / Renewal Form
When you join Nevada Bighorns Unlimited you
become a member of one of the premier volunteer
wildlife organizations in the country, committed to
working for the future of Nevada’s wildlife.



You have a choice of membership levels:


Individual – Receives a 1-year subscription to the
N.B.U. newsletter and notifications of volunteer
events.

Bronze Ram Lifetime Members may up-grade their
membership to Silver Ram and Gold Ram levels by
one time donation or by annual donation installments
of $500. A portion of your membership is tax
deductible; please consult your accountant.



Corporate – Receives a 1-year subscription to
the N.B.U. newsletter and inclusion in the New
Corporate Member listing in each issue of the
newsletter and on the NBU website and
notifications of special events throughout the
year.

Yes! I wish to become a member, or renew my
membership, with Nevada Bighorns Unlimited at the
level indicated below:
[ ] $45 Individual
[ ] $500 Bronze Ram
[ ] $250 Corporate
[ ] $1,500 Silver Ram
[ ] $250 Outfitter
[ ] $2,500 Gold Ram



Outfitter – Receives a 1-year subscription to the
N.B.U. newsletter and inclusion in the New
Outfitter Member listing in each issue of the
newsletter and on the NBU website and
notification of special events throughout the year.

Name: _____________________________________

Every membership in Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
helps to re-establish, augment and maintain Nevada’s
wildlife. A Lifetime Member can feel confident that his
or her donation and participation in N.B.U. creates the
greatest impact possible on Nevada’s wildlife and
habitat. Membership we can count on to perpetuate
the organization makes the difference. In appreciation
for a Lifetime Membership, we offer the following
benefits to members participating at the lifetime levels
below:
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Bronze Ram – A Bronze Ram member receives
a lifetime subscription to the N.B.U. newsletter, a
Bronze Ram life member pin, a life member hat
and the N.B.U. decal.

Gold Ram – A Gold Ram member receives a
lifetime subscription to the N.B.U. newsletter, a
Gold Ram N.B.U. Nevada Slam jacket, a Life
Member hat, a personalized wall plaque, the
N.B.U. decal and one complimentary ticket each
year to the annual banquet and auction.
Silver Ram – A Silver Ram member receives a
lifetime subscription to the N.B.U. newsletter, a
Silver Ram life member pin, an embroidered
N.B.U. jacket, a life member hat and the N.B.U.
decal.
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Convention & Sporting Expo
The Premier Mountain Hunting Exposition in the World!

Address: ___________________________________
City: ______________ State: _____ Zip: ________
Business Phone ______________________
Residence Phone: ____________________
E-mail Address: ______________________________
[ ] I only wish to receive the NBU News via my E-Mail
[ ] Check or Money Order Enclosed
Credit Card:

[ ] Visa [ ] Mastercard

[ ] American Express

Exp. Date: __________

Card No.: __________________________________
Name on Card: ______________________________
Signature: __________________________________
Please mail this completed form and remittance to:
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
P.O. Box 21393, Reno, Nevada 89515-1393
Or Visit Us At Our Website:
http://nevadabighornsunlimited.org

$15 EXPO HOURS
DAILY ADMISSION

Thursday - Jan.31st - 10:00 am – 5:00 pm
Friday - Feb.1st - 10:00 am – 5:00 pm
Saturday - Feb.2nd - 9:00 am – 5:00 pm

GRAND SIERRA RESORT & CASINO - RENO, NV
REGISTER TODAY! - www.wildsheepfoundation.org . 307.527.6261
*Credits to be used with expo exhibitors - Must be present to win.
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Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
P.O. Box 21393
Reno, Nevada 89515-1393

Non-Profit
Org.
U.S. Postage
PAID
Reno, NV
Permit #723

NBU acknowledges Wildlife Revolutions
as winner of the 2012 People’s Choice
Taxidermy Award

See More of our Work at

The Sheep Show
Jan. 31 st – Feb. 2 nd 2013

BOOTH #1510
(775) 527-1614 | 2405A Walnut St. | Reno, NV 89502 | wildliferevolutions.com
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